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Joe L. Pritchett
Rites Are Today

Property Is
Conveyed For
641 Widening

Final rites for Joe L. PritMrs. Lara Maude Jones, sischett of Dexter, age 67, were
ter of Rev. Alfred Harris of
held today at 1:30 p.m. at the
Murray and Mrs. Willie Jones
Dexter Church of Christ with
r
of Kirksey, died Tuesday at
Bro. Lake Riley and Bro. Jerry
5:20 a.m. at the Benton 311111111Hoover officiating. Burial was
in the Stewart Cemetery with
The Murray Police Depart- cipal Hospital.
We do not appreciate the manMore deeds of conveyance by
The deceased, age 80, was a
the Linn Funeral Home of Ben- property owners on US. Highner in which the national adment investigated two traffic
of
resident
Benton
ministration is attempting to
One
Route
ton
in charge of the arrange- way 641 North to the Departaccidents yesterday in the car
ments.
of Murray. No injuries were re- and was a member of Church
get the gun laws passed by conment of Highways have been
Grove Methodist Church.
Pritchett died Monday at the recorded in the office of the
gress. In case you Missed the
ported.
Survivors are three daughMurray-Calloway County Hos- Calloway County Court Clerk.
strategy, this is the way It
At 12:48 p.m. a collision oc
pital.
works.
curred at 12th and Chestnut ters, Mrs. W. T. Lewis and Mrs.
The conveyance is for the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. purpose of the four liming of
Streets. Cars involved were a Evelyn Holtman of Paducah
Mrs.
Bearden
FenGene
and
of
Lovie Lois Pritchett; three the highway with most of the
Merely, declare that an emer1966 Pontiac Tempest driven
,)
daughters, Mrs. Johnny Griggs,' widening being on the east side
geney -exists. This immediately
by Vinson Della Park of Padu ton, Mich.; son, J. C. _Jones of
Mrs. Ovie Miller, and Mrs. Wil- of U.S. 641 North.
calls for fast action. Former
cah and a 1968 Mercury Mon- Benton Route One; two sisters,
liam B. Duncan; three sons,
Astronaut John Glenn, popular
tego owned by Schilling Motor Mrs. Nora Peal of Paducah and
Records show the following
Sidney Earl, Jimmie Dale, and transactions were made with
hero of this era, was named as
Company and driven by Morris Mrs. Jones; two brothers, M. E.
Dr.
Jerry
P.
King
Harris
Emergency
of
Ohio,
Toledo,
and
Rev.
an
Pritchett;
Joe
Ed
of
chairman
two
sisters, the Department of Highways
the
G. Dodd of Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Wesley Brown and Mrs. with the following property
Committee on the gun law. PurPolice said Park was travel- Harris; four grandchildren; two
Milton Downing; two brothers, owners:
pose of this committee is to get
ing north on 12th Street and great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wavel and Loyd Pritchett; 'III
people to urge passage of gun
was stopped at the stop light at
Rice Futrell and Dewie Fut
laws.
-grandchildren; one great grand- cell $200.00.
12th and Chestnut Streets. The Thursday at eleven a.m. at the
Dodd car was traveling north Collier Funeral Home Chapel,
child.
Rice Futrell and Dewie FutW. received by Mail a big
behind the Pontiac and when Benton, with Rev. R. L. Dotson,
rell $1,100.00.
Jr.,
Warren
Julian
and
ofRey.
• packet of publicity with free
he hit his brakes to stop he
Rice Futrell and Dewie Futads to be run. All of -them
slid into the rear end of the ficiating. Burial will be in Halrell $18,107.00..
a coupon which you fill out and
Pontiac, according to the po- tom Cemetery.
Edythe Naomi Herndon $11,Friends may call at the Colsend to your senator or conlice.
,
250.00.
lier
Funeral
Home.
gressman urging passage of gun
Damage to file Pontiac was
Alfred Overbey and Elsie
:laws
-Dr. Jerry P. King, son of Mr. on the rear part and to the MerOverbey $1,750.00.
Harvey
Elder,
Pryorsburg,
L.
and 'Mrs. J. P. Ring of Murray, cury on the front part.
Robert Wiggin,s and Nelda
received his PhD in MathemaThe arguments used in the free has been a member of the facThe second collision at 1:03
Wiggins
$140,000.00.
tics Education at the University
ads were as phony as a three ulty at Lehigh University, Be- p.m. occurred on the Jim
Mrs. W. S. Overbey, Alfred
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
dollar bin. We chucked them thlehem. .,penhsylvania, since Adams IGA store parking lot.
Also RUNNING for president and vice president are the
Overbey, and Elsie Overbey
on June 15.
J. W 'Barbee of Nashville;_
all in file
September 1962, promoted to as$50.00.
Communist Party's_ candidates, Charlene Mitchell, 38. and
. .-}Nve persons were
Elder,
1961
graduate
a
of
sociate professor of mathema- Teter., driving a 1967 GMC. two- and fined
14
Michael Zagarell. 23, shown whooping it up after nominain the Calloway CounMayfield • High School is the
' 1W. do not like - passage of any tics in 1965. has now been pro- ton owned by Jack Walter and ty Court of Judge Hall hfcCuisttion in New York. Zagaren apparently is just a token candison of Mrs. Fannie Elder of
Son
of
Nashville,
was
backing
to
a
moted
full
professorship.
law while a state of hysteria exdate because he'5 too young to be eligible for vice president.
on during the past week. RePryorstburg. He is presently a
King was visiting assistant west on the IGA lot and hit cords shcey
ists. Any law demands calm and
the following ocmember, of the faculty of Murthe
right
door
of
rear
the
1958
- clear thinking and the national professor at Western Reserve
I
curred.
ray State University serving as
administration does the peOple University in the summer prior Chevrolet, driven by Olen Lee
Word has been received of
Alec le Jones, 8228 Kilpatan associate professor of MaGarland of Earmington Route
of the United States an injus- to going to Lehigh.
the death of Simon Harrison of
rick, Skokie, l., fishing withthematics.
A specialist in the fields of One, going north on the lot,
tice with these tactics.
out' a license, fined $15.00 costs
He received his BA degree Monroe, Mich., formerly of
complex analysis and summa- according to the police repor)..
from Murray State University Clarksville, Tenn.
$18.00; Game Warden.
If you wonder how the 'Poor bility theory, Dr. King is authMr. Harrison is the father-inJerry W. Christian, 814 North
Several Calloway County 4-H in 1955; an MA in Education in
Peoples Campaign" was financ- or or co-author of scientific
law of Mrs. Bessie Harrison of
20th Street, fishing without a
1957
from
MSU
AM
and
in
an
members
are
attending camp
It ed. here's how. The Field Foun- artieles in such publications as
Detroit, Mich., daughter of Mr.
license, fined $15 00•costs $18.this week at Dawson Springs, math from University of Illinois
Journal D'Analyse MatIrmatidation gave $250,000; Unit
and Mrs. Byron Sykes of Mur
00; Game Warden.
Ky. These campers will parti- in 1961.
Presbyterian Ge, eral Assembly que. Proceedings of The" AmerElder is also a minister, and ray.
Robert Donnie Turner, 802
cipate in such activities as
1100.000: 5500.000 from actor it-an Mathematical Society, CanThe deceased is survived by
North 19th Street, speeding, finis
serving the Pryorsburg and
swimming,
boating,
nature
stuadian
Journal of Mathematics,
• Jack Lemspen; $41.000 from St.
five sons, four daughters, and
Mrs. Janie A Langston, re- dy, casting, handicraft, and oth- Bethel Churches of Christ.
ed
$10.00
costs
$18.00;
State
Mathematical
Mark's Methodist Church of The American
tired postmistress at Dexter, ers. Adult counselors that are
Police.
A record 4,028 students re- several grandchildren including
Chicago; 117,800 from Sammy Monthly, Journal of MathemaNathan Stubblefield, breach will be buried today in the accompanying them are Mrs. ceived degrees from the Uni- Ronnie, Donnie, Jimmy, and
Mrs. Zella Linn of 203 Nortl of peace, trial
Davis, Jr.: $5,000 from the Unit- tics and Physics, and the Canby jury, given Brooks Chapel Cemetery fol- Joe Pat Lamb and Mrs Billy versity of Illinois at Urbana in Lisa Harrison, children of Mrs.
17th Street, Murray, was claim- ten days
ed Auto Workers in Los Ange- adian Mathematical Bulletin.
in jail at hard labor; lowing funeral services at the Erwin. Several teenage counse- the annual commencement ex- Bessie Harrison, who have been
Kisg
..Dr.
.
is
-1
ssitduatts$3,400
Unitti
sEreerr
ed by death Tuesday at 3:45
les; and
here with the Sykes family for
Hardin • Dexte,r Methodist lors went also.
ercises.
Sheriff.
Packinghouse Workers. Many MUrray High School. He receiv- p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
s month.
Church at four p.m. today,
There
Artel
were
bachelor's
2,916
W.
Magness,
Lynn
Campers that went from Calother smaller donations came ed his bachelor of science in County Hospital.
Funeral and burial services
Grove, driving white license su- Wednesday.
loway County are Ann Ross, degrees and 1,112 advanced de- will be held in
The Murray woman, age 74,
•in from a number of places to electrical engineering degree,
Clarksville.
Rev. Clarence Hare and Rev.
grees
conferred
President
spended,
by
fined
$10.00
costs
Lisa Smith, Teresa Erwin, Reis master of science, and doct- was the wife of the late Cyrus
taling six figures.
Thomas Bullock officiated at
David D. Henry during the cere- Tenn on Friday
or of philosophy degrees in ma- Linn who died June 19,' 1967. $28.00; State Police.
nee
Sled&
Amy
Lovett,
Sherry
the services. Pallbearers were
monies.
The fiasco in Washington, D. C. thematics from the University She was a member of the
Essie Puckett, Noble Puckett, Dixon, Debbie McClure, Susan
Commencement speaker was
Oliver,
Kentucky,
Krista
Erwin,
Lexington.
Karen Car--- 'Church of Christ.
rest the taxpascl 5 of the nation
Byron Ferguson, George Hop
Dean William L. Everitt of the
ter,
Linda
At Lehigh he is a member of
Traughber,
Cathy
Survivors are three daugh
$5 million, in addition to the
kins, Legal Jackson, and Ben
Sanders, Donna Waldrop, Stacy U. of I. College of Engineering
desecration of the nation's ,cap- the Graduate Committee of the ters, Mrs. Ed (Charlene) Saul
Haley. •
at Urbana. Dean Everitt is reAdams,
Regina Lockhart, Lynn
University, the Committee on Icy of Hendersonville, Tenn.,
ital.
Mrs. Langston. age -89. died
tiring after a distinguished carTwenty persons were cited by
Erwin,
Undergraduate Financial Aid, Mrs. Joe (Martha) Phillips and
Vanetta
_
Jeffrey,
Shelia
Monday at the Benton Municieer in higher education cover- the Murray Police Department
Atter tne seven? ot mecticare, a and is a former member of the Miss Katie Rose Linn of MurKarnes,
Martha
Crites,
Jennifer
man awoke one morning with Arts College Committee.
The Senior Art Exhibit of pal Hospital She had been Lovett, Phyllis Adams, Gale irrge•47 years; he has been a from eight am. Tuesday to
ray; one brother. Cary Rose of
making her home with her
member of the U. of I. faculty eight a.m, today, according to
Is a severe pain in his side. He
Miss
Jennifer George of MurBroach, Valeria Harrison, Me'Dr. King is listed in Ameri- Murray; five
grandchildren,
went downtown to a huge build- can Men of Science. He is a Michael and Starlyn Phillips of ray and Homer Allen of Owens- daughter. Mrs Clara Darnell linda Taylor, La Donna Maupin, for 26 years and dean of his the citation reports.
The citations were sixteen for
ing marked MEDICARE. In the member of the American Ma- Murray, Vickie, Cyrus, and Ed- boro is now on display in the of Benton. She served as post- Regina Lovett, Karen Johnson, college for 19 years.
mistress at Dexter for 25 years
not having a city sticker, two
lobby he found an elevator, thematical Society, Mathemati- die Skulley of Hendersonville,
Deborah
Rogers,
Cathy
Lovett,
and was a member of the Harfor curfew violations, one for
marked NEW PATIENTS and cal Association of American As- Term.
Darlene Oliver, Sabrina Tucker,
din-Dexter Methodist Church.
reckless driving, and one for
entered. When it stopped, he sociation for the Advancement
Brenda
Kelso,
Evie Erwin,
Funeral services will be held
Survivors are her daughter,
disorderly conduct.
was re a corridor facing a long of Science, Society for Indust- Thursday at two p.m. at the
Vicke Lamb, Beverly Hayes,
Mrs.
Darnell;
sons,
two
Curtis
Census
Adults
—
.... 110
row of doors bearing, in al- rial and Applied Mathematics, chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Copeland of Chattanooga, Tenn., Anna Traughber.
iont
Nurs
CA
endsm
:
j lry
usiss—
y 5;1
.8
941
phabetical order, the names of and the American Association Funeral Home with Bro. Joe
WRANGLERS TO RIDE
and Clay Copeland of LouisAlso attending is Kenneth
all the common ailments. Sel- of University Professors.
Dunn officiating.. Burial will be
Mrs.
ville;
Millie
grandchildren;
Harringer,
six
e•
six
Route
Tidwell,
Cunningham,
Mike
Tim
ecting the one marked APThe Wranglers Riding Club
in the Murray Memorial Gargreat grancichildren.
Erwin, Craig Dowdy, Wayne 1, Rockwell, North Carolina; will ride
PENDICITIS, he entered arid
on Friday night at
dens.
GOODWILL
Mrs.
VISIT
Wanda
Bogard,
Route
6,
Maupin, Larry Lawrence, Mark
m+ saw that he was in a tiny room
7:30. The riding pens are locatFriends may call at the Max
Mrs.
Murray;
Ruth
Seaford, Rt.
Carroll, Howard Newsome, Dawith two doors marked MALE
ed approximately five miles
H. Churchill Funeral Home of
vid Jackson, David Smith, Rob- 1, Benton; Wayne Cashion, Rt. rortheast of
and FEMALE. Passing through -. BONN (UPI) — Nguyen Ba Murray, but the Linn Funeral
Murray. The public
ert Ross, Dennis Crawford, 2, Kirksey; Master Wayne Ca- is welcome
the door marked MALE he Can, vice president of the South Home of Benton is in charge
to attend the ridKeith Dowdy, Randy Lee, Mike they,. Route 1, Murray; Mrs. ing meetings
found two more doors labeled Vietnam parliament, headed a of the arrangements.
and there is no
Burchett, Billy PottsesAlilly Er- Cleve Colson and baby girl, Rt. admission
PROTESTANT.'and CATHOLIC. delegation of eight Parliamencharge. There will be
3,
tarians
on
Murray;
a
Mrs.
goodwill
Lottie
Shervisit
to
win,
Danny Alexander, Monty
He chose another door, entered
classes and games to interest
George Metcalf, Jaycee con- Wilson, Randy Wilson, Steve idan and baby boy. Route 2, everyone who rides. Sandwiches
and faced two doors, marked West Germany Monday.
MASS PLANNED
Farmington;
Clellon
Wilkerson,
test director, announced today McCuiston,
TAXPAYER and NON-TAXRoute 2, Farmington; Mrs. Ode- and cold drinks will be availSTUDENTS DIE
that the Baseball Grand Slam
PAYER. Since he was in good
ROME (UPI) — A requiem
sa McKinney, Route 5. Murray; able in the concession stand.
on
be
competition
held
will
standing with the government,
mass for the late Francis CarMrs. Eva Britt, Route 1, MurBLTDAPEST (UPI)
Three dinal
Saturday, July 13, at the Little
• he choSe the door marked TAXBrennan, who died last
ray; Mrs. Jessie Outland, Route
high
school
students
were
killLeague field in Murray for all
PAYER. In front of him were
week
in
Philadelphia,
will be
3, Murray; Willie Glover, Route
ed and 27 irijured when a truck
boys 8-13 years -of age.
two -More - doors.
marked
celebrated Wednesday at the
1, Hardin; Hugh Perry, 133
The competition involves the
HARVEY .L. ELDER
SINGLE and MARRIED." Sinca overturned in a ditch in nor- American Santa Susanna Church
Powhatan St. Alexander, Va.;
three basic baseball skills -he had a wife he went through thesrfi'llungary Sunday night, in Rome, it was announced
12'sited l'r••• International
Mrs. Mamie Hall. 1603 Miller,
the Hungarian news agency reMary Ed McCoy Hall Gallery baserunning, throwing, and battA
the doer marked MARRIED onMonday.
Murray; Ralph Fisher, 103 West
ported Monday.
in the Fine Arts Building, Mur- ing (off a tee) for distance.
ly to find two more doors, CON10th, Benton; Mrs. Martha Gro- by United Press international
ray State University.
Every contestant has an exSER V ATIVE and
LIBERAL.
gan, 104 North 10th, Murray;
Partly cloudy to cloudy today
Featured in the exhibit con- cellent chance to win an award,
With a sigh he opened the door
Baby boy Garrison, Route 5, and early tonight with widely
tinuing through Friday, July ranging from certificates to a
marked CONSERVATIVE and
scattered thundershowers chief19, are weavings, paintings, trip to Louisville for the StaLe
SAIGON (UPI) — A Navy jet Murray.
fell nine stories into the alle)—
ly this afternoon and evening.
-Dismissals
drawings, jewelry, sculpture; Competition. The winner in pilot blasted a MIG from the
Joe Pritchett (Expired), Dex- Partly: cloudy late ,tonight and
and ceramics
each of. the six age groups will skies over North Vietnam TuesThanks to a reader for -filling
Miss George, daughter of be eligable for the trip to Lou- day during saturation raids a- ter; Mrs. Betty Lockhart and Thursday with chance of a few
_....us -in- on whys the frozen juice
gainst Communist supply lines -baby girl, Route 1, Murray; Jeff thundershowers Thursday afterMrs. Elroy Sykes of Murray, isville.
can should beL.epened at the
will graduate in August from
o the Demilitarized Zone DMZ. McKeel, 106 South 12th, Mur- noon mainly east portion. Litcompetition
The
run
will
be
end specified. One end adheres
Murray State and plans to between 12:30 pin. and 5 p.m. In Saigon, government officials ray; Mrs. Nell Maness, Dexter, tle change in temperatures thrto the magnet in an electric
teach. She is a graduate of Sfu
-r - on July 13. Those boys who warned of an impending Red Charles B. Martin, Route 4, ough Thursday. Highs today in
can opener and the other end
Murray; Mrs. Bessie Herndon, the 80s; Lows tonight mostly
ray High School..,
have sent in their entry forms attack against the capital.
does not. With this information
Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. must bring the "Official NotifiA U.S. military spokesman 411 South 8th, Murray; Joe Pat upper 50s te mid 60s.
at han4:. we will forthwith go
Napoleon Allen of Owensboro, cation" card. This card must said a Communist force of 200 Stone, Route 3, Murray; Finis
home and -try it. We knew there
Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 357-8,
is a senior also to graduate in be signed by one of the boy'', men tried to probe Saigon's Stubblefield, Route 5, Murray.
must be a reason. We saw a
up 0.1; below dam 301.4, down
outer defenses early today but
August and plans to teach
parents.
one time that said "Heck,
0.3. Water temperature 79-82.
Both Miss George and Mr
For those boys who have not were turned back in a sharp acthere-ain't no reason, it's just
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 357.7,
Allen are members of the Kap- registered and wish to parti- tion barely five miles -west of
our policy".
no change, below dam 302.5,
the
registration
acpa
will
cipate
Pi
be
Chinese
honorary
of
section
art
Cholon.
fraternity•
down 0.5.
complished at the Little League Half a dozen minor skirmishes
Sunrise 5 45, sunset 8:18.
The annual homecoming will
field on Saturday. A parent Were reported elsewhere around
Moon rises 9.36 pm.
be held at the Jeffrey Cemetery,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
must accompany boys register- Saigon.
ing then in order to sign the
As the Viet Cong infiltration located on Highway 1346 about
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
of the Saigon area increased three miles east of Dexter on
Lester garmeris now -a patregistration card.
Kentucky — Temperatures
ient in the Jewish Hospital. St.
For further information on sharply, Lt. Gen. Nguyen Van Sunday. July 14.
Revival services will start to the Grand Slam program, call Minh, South Vietnamese comLouis, Mo. Mr Farmer is unPreaching services will b ii are expected to average near
Wednesday, July 10, at the George Metcalf at 753-8634.
dergoing treatment at the hosmander of the capital district, held at eleven a.m followed by or about 2 degrees below norNe0- Concord United Pentecost,
!)ital there.
predicted a new Communist as- a batket dinner. The cemetery mal with not much day to day
al Church.
sault on the city July 21. the is located on the former "Sime" change through eahly next week
Rev. Rai Roberts of Paducah
PLAN SATELLITE
14th anniversarY of the Geneva Burkeen farm. All interested Normal highs 87 to 91. Normal
Will be the evangelist. Everyaccords dividing . Vietnam.
•- persons for the upkeep of the lows 63 to 72
-one is invited to attend the ser
Louisville normal high 88,
SINGAPORE (UPI) — A $133
NOW YOU KNOW
Informed U.S. military sour- cemetery are urged to attend
vices at 7:30 p.m.
normal low 66.
million earth satellite station ces said they had no reason to
by Unitiid PressJeaternetionel
— MAKE IT THIS INV
The church paetor, Re,v
isiilgton Ronal, high
fer,cornenunications. and televis- aioutsl. the passibility of another
C•knIP;ugning f.,I III'TO MEET THURSDAY . —
jtjng,
.
t.kit. in the ter
preseTentia1 nomination.
G.TCampbell, said a business ion will be built by the_United Communist attack on Saigon,
Nelsori Rockefeller tides is momit 71r eh-irs Barnum and Hill
The Woman's Missionary Soc. normal low.66•
.
Precipitation will total one
rwksh., through chositoe n in si.n
meeting win be held at 7 30 States here within the next two but they would not perdict the ' iety of the Kirksey Baptist
les Circus killed 16-8 persons i
He-U.1H
Commuun.• won•wi..her. Iii,poottg tio Iti.tke It this
on Saturday, July 13, at years, the Ministry of
date or say where the thrust Church w4I1 meet at the home - '
,
, •.ach .
in Hartford. Coon,. Jul) 6. 1944.
as showers late ,ist.....
he church.
nications said Monday.
might start.
of ,Mrs. Jim Washer on Thurs. .
week and early next wriek.
'
day. July 11. at eight pin,
....:......_,-......„,.._;-....
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Calloway County Fair Queen
Contestants

THE LEDGER & TIMES

evisLitutin by LEDGES & Trims PUBLISHING COMPA"
Ooneolues.tion of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Thum. and
The Tianes-Her&id, October l. 11* and the West Kentuckian.
iSelsary 1, 1942.
213 N. 40 Stied. Harm. Keataalef 0141
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

—

MURWti a

KENTUCKY

WORLD WEEK

IDOS ULIMil
MUNI! UT DOWN
SUltal II WITH
214 •IIT1Will 400140
ASOMID

Wiemeseve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Kditor,
Plastic Voice items which in our opinioi. are not for the beat
thassost of our readers.

IAD OSMAN SIDS
DAP NIA' DOU1811
TAXIS ON WEST
BUM 80811•010

NATIONAL REPRESIDITATIVES: WALLACI WITMER 00., 1509
10bitison Ave.. Memphis. Thin.; Ileneh Lila Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Stephenson Bide., Detroit, Mich

WOOLDS 1111004111
KANO TISTI 0 It
AT MAIWTTA GA
COULD CA/IT 500

Intered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for tquienemion as
Second Clam Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week Mc. pee
month $110. In Oalloway and adjoining counties. per year, $5.50;
Bones 1 at 2, p.00, elsewhere $11.00. All sarrice subscriptions MOS.
'The Owtensediag ChM Meet at•Osmaisamy Is Ms
laugelly ef Its Netwegaper"
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WEDNESDAY — JULY 10, 1968

Quotes From
The News
raw
By UMW)

INTERNATIONAL

Cindy Humphreys, &begetter
ef Mr and Mrs. D. T. Humphreys. Attending Murray High
School and completed 11th
grade. 16 years old.

Marilyn Lasater, astsghter ef
Mr. and Mrs. Jo* F. Lasater.
Attending Murray High School.
Completed grade 11. 17 years
old.

AUBURN, N Y. — A few hours after high winds collapsed a circus tent, injuring 85 persons and scattering.
some Si 'UV
.Mi._James_ Portello telephoned
and said: •
-There's an elephant In my WC& yard- Will You
please come and get it?"
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From the novel published by Coward-McCann, Inc. Copyright C 1967.
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111011 by Dorothy Eden. Distributed by King Features
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tal weight: 14 pounds.
Miss Glenda Anne Dale, only Jacquelyn Miller. Brinesinaids
ch Women's Society of Christt White Sewing Machine Co.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. were Miss Jenna Winchester, H750
ian Service will meet at the
Berea Rd.. Cleveland:
. Dale of Puryear, Tennessee and kiss Carol Barrow, Miss Kaye Ohio).
church at two p. m.
•••
Michael Lynn Galirmore. son of Bland and Mrs. Butch Hutson.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Oallimore. Junior bridesmaid was Minn
The Dorcithy Circle of tbe
Save footsteps in your home
-• Jr.. also oi Puryear were mar- Vickie White, cousin of t h e with a private intercom teleMat Baptist Church WMS will
/nen in an impressive double- -bride Flower girls were
meet with NZ& Ralph Dania
Miss phone set. Constructed of life-,
ring ceremony solemnized Sat- Susan White and Miss Jeannie time Plastic, the set comes with
at tien a. IL
Starion Marie Dublin
•A
urday, June eighth in the sane- Murray also cousins of the more than 50 feet of connecttuary of the Puryear Baptist bride.
ing line. The manufacturer
Tbs the Save Baptist ChulMr. and Mrs. Henry Kirksey Dublin, Route One, May
Church.
a' WM ill meet at the bowie
Ihe attendants wore identical says the set Is ready to use the
Darrell Murray, pa.4- formal-length gowns of blue minute you get It as no elec- field, announce the engagement of their daughter, Ettar-.2,
Rev.
et lea AIWA Crbier at 10-30
, CIT
First_ Baptist Maack-Ler- peal.: satin in Mae empire styie trical hook-up is required. The ion Marie, to We!don ,Thomas, son of Mrs. LaVonne_ •
_
go, Florida and uncle of the watli a square-necked sleeveless phones operate on C-cell bat- Thositas of Hazel and the late C. A. Thomas.
The Parents and Te
(Miss Dublin received a B.S. and MA.
Club of New Coward =
bride, officiated, assLsted b y bodice. The sheer overskirt in teries
Degree from
(Republic Inaustries. Dept. Murray State
will hold a mecial call meeting
Bro Gerrald Bland, pastor of matching polyester ScheheraUniversity. She is presently teaching
80. 39,W. 56th St . New York.
at the school at 730 pm
Puryear Baptist Church.
remedial
reading
in the Graves County School System.
Lade, was divided down the,
•e,•
Mrs. John A While, organ- front. Their headpieces were
- Mr. Thomas graduated from Murray State
• • •
University
fielsieden, ish 13
Mrs.
and
Darrel
A
Murray, peau satin roses with shoulder.„
The cornerstone for the and is teaching in the Marshall County School System.
The 1les Naiad Jefferson
length illusion veilen They wore Washington Monument
in He preaches at the Kentucky- Lake Wed Church of
Jackson Day dinner will be held
apr'
rkii
esestn
'
ted
both
a program ofa
thenutti
briti none white gloves and each car- Washington,
Christ near Paris, Tenn.
at the Holiday Inn, Murray M
music. As the guests arrived. ried a single, long-stemmed pink ,July 4, 1848 D.C.. was laid
An August 10th wedding will'be solemnized
seven p.m.. sponsored by the
organ music was played, includ- rose
at three.s
.
O'clock in the afternoon at the West Murray
Democratic Women's Clubs of
By Abigail Van Buren
sag selections by Liszt, Chopin
Church
of;"
pink
ers.
chose
She
a
white
pillbox
The flower Innis wore
Christ, Murray, with a reception to be held
the fast district of Kentucky.
and TscitaikovIky. Mrs. Marhat with a veil and white ac.
immediately
Miss Katherine Peden will he
ray's solos inctbded 'Whither bridal satin gowns styled identi cessories, with
following the ceremony at the Holiday Inn.
DEAR ABBY I read your column-every
the
All friends
orchid
day
from
and
„
o
pron
must
catty
to
the
maid
of honor and speaker. For reservations at admit you sure do get some
Th
Goest" (S'n r)
and relatives of the couple are invited
pips, but I think my problem takes
In:
to attend.
wa(iir,„
14,..apen
').
bridesmaids. They each carried her corsage at her shoulder.
aye dollars each call Mrs. Jo the cake
At present the couple is reCrass or Mrs. Mary Jane LitHand, One Heart" aterateth),' a white wicker basket of rose! siding with
It's a neighbor of mine. it'll call him
her parents until
petals. They were escorted by'
"Frenchie"! who is
tleton.
September, when Mr. Gailimore Chicken Scallopini
always out in his yard. puttering around. wearing
•• •
rinse pan with a few spoonfuls
only a little
(Murray) At the close of the the ringbearers. Master Michael win begin
his studies at TenFrench beret and his UNDERPANTS. I dart
Boned chicken thighs can be of dry table wine, dry sherry,
.I Murray and Master Kelly White.'
Sunday, Jeri 14
ceremony,
Mean reguiar
as
couple
the
knelt,
.
The
nessee
Technological Univer- cooked like veal scallopini. To lemon juice or water, stirring
wedding prayer„ (Dm
;
both cousins of the bride, who
The Noreworthy Family re- swim trunks. or Bermuda shorts either. He wears those little
bone the chicken thighs, cut with spoon to scrape up flavor- carried the bride's and bride- sity. Cookeville. Tennessee.
union will be held at the Ken- brief, clingy jockey shorts--eind that is all' Now is he some
lap) was sung.
along thin inner side of each ful brown bits stuck to the pan. I
Rehearsal
tucky Dam State Part picnic kind d hue'
"Traurnerie" (Schumann) was groom's rings on white Satin
On Friday evening. June all the way to the bone, slash- Garnish wtth lemon wedges ortr•
area at four pm. A potluck
played as the mothers were us- Ptlic'wsWhen I have guests over. they see Frenchie
ing meat the length of the slices.
out there in
per will be served.
hered in. -Trumpet VoluntarY"; Tony Sykes served as best seventh, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle bone Hold one end of bone
that get-up and wonder what kind of a neighborhood
this is
•••
was
for
the
man,
en
.
Gallimore,
and
groomsmen
parents
Jr.
were
of
the
(Purcell)
used
Frenchie is very anti-social. so it's not like
while you scrape meat from it
I could be
trance of the bridal party, with '1°hIlnY Brannon. Gary Clara.. groom, hosted a buffet supper completely Cut off round piece
talking to him one day and subtly drop a hint that
maybe he
Hydrofoils, boats which ride
the traditional "Bridal Chords" Bruce Farris and Steve Galli- at their home for the wedding of cartIlege. the cutlet remain.
-ought to dress up a tittle more th—ginneutside So
what should
by Wagner for the bride's en-'moren-TWOlhen- of the bride- pirtn following rehearsal.
trig can be pounded to enen on a cushion of air. are Vied
do'
•
For the occasion the bride- thickness with a meat mallet. Ls ferries between Denmark
SEEN EVERYTHING
trance Recessional was the groom. flather brother. Glynn
"Wedding March" (nlendels- Galiimore was junior groems- elect wore an aqua crepe dress Salt and pepper lightly, dust and Sweden
DEAR SEEN
Tell Frenebie that, yea have "sees
:men. Ushers were Max Dale,: with a jewelled neckline.
sohn)
;with flour, shake off excess.
The lovely home of Mrs. A. everything" and it's too much ask him, is
a nice way to please
Mt4 Mitchell, at 6,684 feet
During the ceremony. the or- -Bobby Wilson. Mike Snow and . The dining table featured a and saute over medium heat
D. Wallace on South Sixth wear outdoorsy shorts »hue he's
outside. If that doesn't work.
Davis.
centerpiece of daisies in blue just long enough to brown both the highest mountain in the
gan softly played ''0 Perfect;Danny
Street was the si-ene of the; tell sour guests that
sou ha.e some kind of a nut for a
For her daughter's wedding. and white, and four blue can- sides and cook meat through eastern United States, is in *'
Love" (Barntry). During the n
Ooke party given in honor of neighbor.
Dale chose a blue lace dies
Mrs.
Remove to warm place and North Carolina
changing
of
rings.
-With
This
Miss Rogina Blackwood, bridesheath
dress
with
matching
a
Ring
I
Thee
Wed"
(Saco;)
was
elect of Ronald Wayne Baker.
headpiece Her accessories were
played.
DEAR ABBY - My husband has been suffering from
Mrs. Wallace and Mrs. M. 0
a '
Behind
the
satin-covered white with crystal jewelry.
Wrather were the gracious hos- muscle-deteriorating disease for the past 11 years. He is 42 apd
The mother of the groom
kneeling bench was a trio of
tesses for the prenuptial event. hasn't been able to walk for four years. so he's in a
wheelchair
was attired in a yellow crepe
candles
with
center
the
one
unThe honoree those to wear
I hold down a sob and am trying to raise three children,
in
lighted. Following the prayer sheath with matching lace jacn
for the special occasion a additan to being a nurse to
my husband which is not easy
and hymn of dedication, Bro bet. Her hat and accessories
brown and white stripped silk
I am 40. attractive. and I mins dancing swimming
Bland explained the symbolism were also yellow.
and
dress from her trousseau and bowling,
which I once loved Would it be wrong for me th
Mrs. Layman White, maternal,
of the candlehghting ceremony.
was presented a corsage of yetaccept the occasional companionship of a man who can
grandmother of the bride. wore I
Ica• daisies by tbe hostesses.
do all,„„ The bridal couple took the
those things I love to do' I don't want to get
three burrung tapers and to- a green lace jacket dress. Mrs.
emotionally
editiss
withBtlwn
ackw
pi°eeesw
°d
:
he
Preseld
i, can' involved with another man because I love my
gether lighted the center one, Muncie Dale. paternal grand
husband.
but_
after which the two side cand- mother of the bride, chose a'
Abby. I get so weary just sitting with him
ister set by the hostas., as
les were extinguished signifying green three piece ensemble. '
What do other wives of handicapped husbands do' I
wedding gift.
am a
Mrs. Doyle Gallimore. Sr., the
that the two had united to beDelightful refreshments Imre Normal. healthy, energetic woman Please don't give
me a
come one in establishing 3 groom's paternal. grandmother,
toerved from the beautifully ap- sermon about having taken this man
"in sickness and in
was attired in a yellow two- I
Christian home.
pointed table centered with a health"' I know all that What
I need is some advice
The altar was centered with piece knit ensemble The in '
large copper urn filled with
FRUSTRATED
a wrought-iron arch of burning ernal grandmother of t
white tapers and greenery. At groom, Mrs. J. D. Brannon chose
Those present Were the
DEAR FRUSTRATED: If you honestly don't want
to
either side were fannhaped at a dress of blue stiantung.
oree, her mother, Mrs. Ruth , become emotIonally involved with another
man. don't go
They all wore corsages of
rangement of white gladioli and
Blackwood, Mrs. J. T17lint.'
damning, or bowling with one. It miss start owl
white
carnations.
carnations,
flanked
by
spiral
Mrs. Charles Rohe, Un- Tho- immanent's enough, but
it rare!. ends up that was. You say you
Miss Phyllis Cunningham atcandelabras holding burning
mas Pierce, Mrs. Don Karr, have missed a tot
White tapers The family pews tended the guest register.
Mrs Rick :kitten, Mks Joyce
Well, your husband has also missed a lot tnd that
were marked with burning Miss Pamela Gallimore, daugh&motherland, Mrs. Glen Groter of Rev. and Mrs. Billy dalwhite tapers and greenery.
gen,
. Charles Turnbow, sermon" you shan't want to beer- about having taken sour
Coal, crisp cottons at reel!). _—
The candles were lighted bs limlre and cousin of the groom
onatimy Shirley, min peg. , husband "is sickens sad in health- would not be a had one to
great sevingsl Buy sev'Jerry' and Kenneth White, tou- passed out net rice, bags te tliev
Shroat, Mrs. Gerald El.' reek*. KAM if the "shoe" were on N.01 R foot, which wasn't
eral to finish out the
ceremqpin
guests
following
the
bride,
the
Max
of
sins
Dale;
asyvdiereS
Ilion, Mrs. Betty Hone, and the
summer. Choose
Recaptimn
uncle of the bride, ,.and Bobby
hostesses.
from many styles
Following the eariamillfiy Mr.
Vinson, uncle of the brideand colors. Sizes
DEAR ABBY Our daughter announced heir engagement a
and Mrs. tiVents of the
groom
9 to 17; 10
' few months ago, and now there are indications that she is
a reception
Given in marriage by her bride, were
not
to 20: 141
/
2
quit so "sure" as she once was The boy is punhing for an
e..
hither, the bride was radiant held in then!
to 24/
1
2.
The bride's table was covered
wedding, and oar daughter now says she wishes sheNcould
in a formal length white gown
of peau de soie The empire. with ecru lade- over pink and
wad's little while," but because she said they'd have -a
style bodice, featuring a por, centered by a lovely arrangemaser wedding." she has to go thru with it soon
EIJOENE
ou're
trait neckline, was overlaid with ment of gladioli and lilies in
looking for the formula to a
In our hearts we have never felt that this young man was
French chantilly lace. The long shades of pink and white. A
long and happy life. Mrs. J. H. "right" for our daughter, but when she laid us she was
going to
sleeves tapered to points over white wedding bell hung above
Sharp. 82 has one.
Marry him we kept our opinions to ourselves, since her
'the hands. The skirt Was lavish- it.
'I keep busy." she said
decision
had already been made. Now we are sorry we weren't
ly appkqued with lace flowers
A three-tiered wedding cake
That includes chopping wond
beaded with seed pearls. The ,alecorated with roses and doves,
for her stove and keeping /a more honest with her in the beginning, and:we-don't know
detachable full-length train cas- with a miniature bride and
garden by pushing an old- what to say or do.
fashioned hand plow.
Please answer this as soon as passible..
caded from the shoulders. Ap- bridegroom was pieced at one
Mrs Sharp worked in a canphques of. ace and seed pearls end of the table and the minc
TROUBLED PARENTS
nery until she was 6S and then
the glass puntinbossi at the other.
C. bordered the length
DIF.AR TROL°BLEDo
retired She had never visited
our daughter knew that yetrire
-eon Mrs. James C White and Mrs.
tftn.
• doctor until last year.
with her all the way if
Max Dale, aunts of the bride.
. wants to "wait a while." Encourage
Her
waianlength
veil fashion- presided, with Mrs Harold
"In the winter my' blood her to wait until she k
certain
that
etele
be
is
the
man
ed
from
layers of tulle, attach- Brannon and Mrs. Bobby Wil
pressure was a little low, bu. with whom
she wantile spend the rest of her lif• a broke...,
ed to a headpiece of simulated
it's all better now " she exaunts of the bridegroom.
eagagemest
is
relative's ' painless" as compared with a
rose petals edged in seed pearls son,
plained
Mrs. Jobn A. White at the
bordered the length of the
She likessbeing outside and broken marriage. If she doubts it, she can ask aini divItere
piano accompanied Miss Carol
train.
doesn't care for too many miteBarrow who furnished a proEverybody has a problem. What's yours' Fee a permeal
:la! possessiqns
She carried a white Bible
In my estimatian I have reply write to Abby. Boa 49740. Los Aageles. Cal.. Melle and
• Button Fronts
• Shirtwaists
which was presented to her by gram
hee raeocrtg
epation, the toilasiter
af ticiv
enclose
a
anybody
stamped.
else
self-addressed envelope.
duet as trood sti
• Pontthossee • Prints
YWA
nen
group
en
a
'N4111P.
trii hot always up-to-date.
• Zap Fronts
• Checks
Bible ceremony It was topped P
tri
eaned
itp
e
ngdiangwr
thelobrnacletiWnl
FOR ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET "WHAT TEEN-AGERS
wriethleft
that" all." she nate, You could
cascade
by.
a
bouquet
of
cottdh
white.
with
dress
knit
butre,
her
_burninc
WANT
in
TO KNOW." SEND Si.ee TO AIRY, WOE MM, LOS
0d
ninnenintr00
carnations tentered by a white Lace ralyuki• sleeves. The back
• Solial Cilill
gown _
ANGELES. CAL. NOS
.
orchid. of honor was miss itiene
ecls:
. gatti
etrneam
t th,
itha ldarceenbioewn
at.u_rwed
Maid
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
49t
Ham Salad
STORE MADE

Spare Ribs
lunch Meat
Wieners
Bacon
Chicken Livers
Smoked Pork Chops

U.S. CHOICE

9

FRESH

k. Degree from
ently teaching
School System.
tate University
School System.
Pad Church of

BABY F009
I.G.A.

tnized at three.m
Tay Church of."
Id immediately
rm. All friends
attend.

a few spoonfuls
me. dry sherry,
• water, stirring
;crape up flavor:tuck to the pan.
emon wedges or

tO

oats which We
)1 air, are:118116
ween Denmark
. .

2er-I° 33°

pkg- it 12 170

12

110
Gerber

BREAD Reg. 24 Bag Dunkin Sticks
sin
29C
0
for

KOZY KITTEN

, at 6,684 feet
oivatain in the ,
L States, is in }

DONALD DUCK Unsweetened

GRAPEFRUIT
46 oz. Can JUICE

;es
ies

39t

GIL

•

RIPE

Catsup

White, Yellow, Devil Food

20-oz. bottle

29C

29C
I.G.A.

6/2-oz. can

21

GIANT SIZE

Pie Shells

5

PARAMOUNT

anburger Chips
32 oz jar

29t

39t

ICE MILK 43

Get

2 Gal

WHITE or RED

Fresh

c
h
irrer
CORN
Grapes
BANANAS
CABBAGE
3 Ears
lb 1k
lb
39
Cukes
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS ICA It's the total on the tan that counts!
lb.

• •

65

Pkg of 2

Free Glass
Fresh

No. 303

FAB

Potatoe Chips
Buy One Bag at Reg. Price...

Turnip Greens
Can
10

DETERGENT

PET RITZ

HUNT'S

Cake Mix

BUSH'S

39 t

Just Low Prices

BETTY CROCKER

I.G.A.

TUNA

,33 t

NO STAMPS
NO GAMES..
NO COUPONS NO $5.00 FORCED PURCHASES

Tay,
ucky

bar 1 Or

5 lbs. - Self-Rising

JIM ADAMS I.G.A. STORE POLICY . . .

Cat rood 5/ 39C

me

12oz can

Pkg.of 6

3 eAnrs 25'

Corn Meal

Orange Juice

(Great With Milk!)
Reg. 39°

1-lb. loaf...WC

SUNFLOWER

FROZEN

•

.....•10011MOW •

8

1-1b. box

79

Frosty Acres

KERN'S

5

8-et. can

IGA

.
1 -es• Pkg.

DOME LIDS Kali

79lb.
C

lb

BISCUITS All Brands
Sorry We Ran Out Of I.G.A. DRINKS Last
Week So We Offer This Special AGAIN 111 CRACKERS
BREAD 'GA
IGA SOFT DRiNKS
DOG FOOD Rags
12 oz. Cans
BATH SOAP 'erg..

'0.99°
21°

41-4111.

SWISS STEAK

lb.

FRESH

16A LIGHT BULBS
MARSHMALLOWS Kraft
_TOMATO PASTE

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

lb.

MATCHLESS

;oute One, May..
daughter, 8tar-.
12
,
Mrs. LaVontor.

Northside
Shopping
Center

-Prices Good Through Next Tuesday July 16*
Spa.
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WASHINGTON.. MS — The
Milted States Wes a measureet gap widening inch by loch,
pound by pound, as more world
Uaighbors adot the metri. sy-

ki_4011 0111LUYAN
the curtain falls on
Nri
tt
lirl
e last act of a dinner
potty, make sure the deasert
gets bravos and encores To
rate such acclaim it must look
dagant, taste divine and, from
the cook's viewpoint, be easy
to make
This is where a secret ingredient prepared pudding
comes to 'he rescue. It pro %ides a fl'woeful and superb
Ili'Ort•CUt. in the making of

:

g
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—
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Maraschino cherries
Spearmint loef-ahaped
gum drops, if desired
ladyfinger
Spread
hehiess
with raspberry jam and pea
bet( together
• lane attractive glass bawl
orlpirrIng diak with Indyflagen, dribble orange juice over
er the.ladyfingers
orepare pudding aseerisse
t threctims, using two elms
cool and spoon over
ladYfingees
Oecorate w It h eletearnallall
waippea , cream
maillesslibe
uniee and ram drops threes

many elegant ilanotto, Uiclud
ing those gives today.
RASPBERRY TIREPLD .
1 doe. whole packaged . r
ladyfingers
Raspberry jam
c. orange juice or
sherry
1 (3% oz pug,vanilla
pudding
2
1 it:. hfe
n ialv
ky cream, whipped
and sweetened

ing: IKE CHOCOLATE NUT
PICNIC CAKE
1 (3% as. pkg cheoolate
,aut pudding ,
-2 e. unmated flour
C. granulated sugar
1
top. taking sods
to lb. butter or margarine
C shortening
r water
3 Mrs
I tsp.' vanilla
Chocolate Nut Tepphig•
Combine pudding, t I• r,
sugar and sods Add bulbar,
shortening and water. Rust enti1 smooth. Add arpo and vii111a, beat until smooth
Turn into greased lad
floured pan 13" a 0' a 2'.
Bake in a preheated even
850'8' for 48 to 50 nikortel
until clone C.00l. Spread wttlis
Chocolate Nut Topping
Makes 11 (1-be. ) aquaria.
CHOCOLATE-NTT TOPPERse
lb. soft butter or
margarine
% c. cream
1 3% cm) pag chocolate
nut 'Wawa
1 lb confectioner's sugar
I tap vanilla
1 tsp. instant coffee
1 c pecan halve,

A oLAMOROUS dessert, Raspberry Trifle Is made with
ladyfingers, packaged vanilla pudding and whipped cream

Unclad slid:
time is spent on teaching the 14 taken.- !
Ife observed thst
111.34115
use of common fractions By
contrast, the study of decimals grains cif Prevent°13
meth
etas or
and the metric system is sun- „_.
pleB,uzncl
beqsaid
uickl
, ythere
learned
woul
."d be
To
ss,» gmd "
las
7609344
a nlOomeea

I

TIMIS

Provides A Shortcut To Superb Desserts

Item.
A:motion
the
"Recently,
seems to have become cntical,"
111271 John F Kincaid, asestant
commerce secretary
Today, the House called up
the consideration a bill which would go elsewhere to kill
authorize a three-year themselves
However, Dr Arthur CarfagIn determine whether the
States also should go ni. psychiatrist with San Francisco's Immediate Psychliothe
no Senate passed similar Aid Center. said if the imme"impulsive" act is
illgaglation two years ago, but it d ia t e
thwarted, tensions are often
dial in the House. This year the
relieved and further suicide at,is waiting to see whet
SSA
tempts may not be made.
alli House does.
Carfagni said the bridge was
Kincaid, who reaffirmed the
a landmark, like the Eiffel
Commerce Department's supTower in Paris, also a prime
port of the study told chem- suicide
site He said the bridge
istry industry representatives draws would-be suicides
"like a
III a recent speech he is dis- magnet" because it is a dramatturbed because Great Britain's ic symbol and people think
_ to the mean now m
they "will be remembered' If
IR per cent of the world's
they Jump from it.
illation is using it.
'This leaves us virtually ISOCarfagni cited recent San
latecl in our adherence to the Francisco
figures which showLoch and the pound," he said. ed that the
bridge ranks far
"It is generally estimated behind other
means of self.
symetric
the
to
shift
that the
destruction in the city, such as
cent
stem would save 25 per
barbiturates, which accounted
of the time now spent on the for 87 suicides in 1966-67.
study of arithmetic," Kincaid
said He said this might sore
Gunshot wounds accounted
$706 million a yelle illi NW*
_.__for 44 suicides,
but only nine
halal cons.
Persons leaped off the bridge
'Throughout the eighth grad. during
the period
es of ---etement-ry school there
is a continuous effort on the
part. of pupils to learn the dialvantatal too—trouble, and
number of inches in a foot. feet mnaderahle exPeeme- He add
a rod. grairs
an ounce, the United States would need
in
In
quarts to scrap such "software" as congallon.
flout ounces in a
tracts and laluegorinta, textbooks
In a bushel. square feel in au
acre—a total of 53 different and hardware" such is digs,.
denominate units with little or SCAM, and other measuring inthe'
no relationship between
"Since our present investment
various units," Kincaid said.
"By contrast, there are only in machirie tools, alone, is in
three denominate units in the the order of $30 biLlion, we need
metric system similarity much precise answers before, action

c, 453502 iwograms a

a

.eh/
lora

Measurement What Makes
Gap For U.S. People Jump
georel
Is Widening
SAN FRANCISCO i UPI) —
The clirectors of the Golden
have decided
Bridge
Gate
some son of anti-suicide Darner ought to be built on the
span, the site of 340 known
suicides since the bridge was
" opened in 1937.
General Manager James Adam has been asked to Prepare
• report on various types of
fences or nets which might
stop ''impuLse" leapers Such
devices have been discussed for
years. but the directors previously felt suicide-bent persons

• - •-•
\

the new soldier's daily routine. on an armored troop carrier.
More than 4$ million viewThe programs, however, are
:all owned by the U.S. Conti- ers watch the CONARC "netnental Army Command work" a year, making the com.(CONAFtC. And the television mand the operator of the larggets offer no choice of chan- est and most sophisticated
closed circuit television system
nels.
• T h e command
currently in the world
Army economists say teleowns a library containing hundreds of videotaped "how-to- vised instruction costa only PS
PORT ORD. Calif (UPI — do-it" films that instruct the per soldier for a full course By
The hard life of Army basic recruits on everything from Clemparleon, a pair of combat
training is being made a bit how to salute to how to pull a boots costs $6.50
i easier these days for young re- grenade pin or repair an aide
Expanding
cruits
and
The Army has been exPahddraftees
They
watch Iota of television
At Port Ord. where 16.000
men train at a time, and at
Channel 4 Channel 5 Chattotel
10 other basic training centers
Cltannt1 2
across the country, watching
WIDN1SDAT EV1/4114C PROGRAMS
television but 135ame Dart of
(=.
a r_ta---rN
:sere
•
:31 TO%
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Army Rookies
Learning Fast
With Television
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ISOM AND IlLUIVIELOVS this Picnic Celt, taken about
45 minutes to bake but lees
thee 10 to prepare Chocolate nut pudding gives the
batter Its rich milk chocolate flavor. My -T- Fine

1 c, flaked coconut
liquid to make 1 cup.
Cements butter, cream, pudMake pudding according to
ding powder, sugar, vanilla and instructions using 1 cup pineblatant coffee. Mix until apple liquid and remaining %
smooth arid fluffy.
cup orange juice for liquid.
Spread on cooled cake, decStir gelatin into hot pudding
orate top with pecan helves mixture. making sure gelatin
and coconut
iii, completely diseolved.
AllifEMOOLA nor FrI,r
Whip cream; fold Into pudI envelope unflaviir..1
ding together with crushed
gelatin
pineapple Pour into 1 11 quart
I c. orange pore
• souffle dish; sprinkle with
1 (#303) can crushed
toasted coconut and chill until
pIneappie
1 (3% as.j pkg venni.
Serves 4.
.
pudding
LEMON 111151aHT
I c heavy creani
1 13% on.)_pkg...3smon
-.Toasted coconut
pia:mum—
•
Soften gelatin in .
1 cup of
2c. water
the orange juice
1 c. heavy cream' ..
Drain pineapple and add
2 e. broken pieces of
enough water Ii pineapple
packaged angel food

trig its use of educational tele- cated easily for itlatribution to
vision since 1953 when a study many locations. In addition
at the Southeastern Signal tape can be erased and reSchool at Port Gordon. Gs in- used hundreds of times without
dicated recruits could often noticeable loss of quality
leant skills in less time through
Besides the 11 basic training
television than wtih an In- centers, 25 Army advanced
'schools now teach television.
Training officials also say Since 1965 the Army has purthe development of videotape chased $5 million worth of
has simplified the process of equipment from the Ampex
getting training films from the Corp
camera to the projector.
Production of the films is
Video tape the Army notes, carried out at 11 Army instalLa viewed Instant-1Y — without lations. They are; Port ,nox,
processing—and can be dupli- Ky Fort Sill, Okla Aberdeen
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Proving Ground, Md.: Port
Raker, Ala.; Port Bragg, NO:
Fort Lee, Va.; Fort Eustis, Va.;
Fort Monmouth, NJ:: Port
Gordon, Ga.: Fort Bliss, Tet.:
and Fort Bennirig, Ga
Trumpeter swans are the
largest North American waterfowl.
More than 800.000 business
establishments in the United
States, or one out of every six,
are connected with the automobile industry
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Mitten Moans

Tbs IOW*
CWT. Aft,1111
:IS Hai
•
Ht and Vie .
.1
OS am IS Vox Dom Cati..wse
:IS LAI
Shaw
:15

cake
c. chopped toasted
almonds
Prepare pudding according
to directions, ii sing 2 cups
water; cool.
Whip cream and fold into'
pudding.
Place half or breken oaks
pieces in -bottom of 8 - Inch
aquare pan or line bottoms of
six individual serving dishes
or parfait glasses: cover cake
with half the podding. Top
with remaining cake pieces,
followed by remaining pudding.
Sprinkle with nuts and chili
several hours. If dessert is
done in large pan rather than
individual dishes, cut into
squares to serve. Serves 6.
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Preetisai Shares are a shrewd investment because they pay 4.745 when beld
to maturity. They mature in just four-and-a-half years, and are redeemable
after one year.
There is no safer investment because Freedom Shares are backed by The
United States of America.
Reclusive? Absolutely. Not everyone can buy new Freedom Shares. You have
In belong to the Bond-a-Month or Payroll Savings Plan, Freedom Shares area
how'opportstaity for these regular Bond buyers.
And, as you help yourself by buying Freedom Shares, you're also helping your
country. Sign up for Freedonl. Get all the facts (ram the pay roll people
where you work Or any officer where you bank.
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TRANSCONTINENTAL RECORD
Byron Youog, 45, Sparks
Nev., rubs a tired tootsie on the George Washington Bridge
at New York as he sets a new record for walking across UM.,
fontineotlian Francisco to New York in 55 days. That
beats the old record set In 1960 by 11 days Young is a pro
bowler and an accountant
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MEN'S WAR

Beads,BeautyShops
And Now Boutique

VP,

;

By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) — Pierre far out fashions—with psycheCardin did it. Hardy Amies delic lights on the semi-valuted
ffid it. Valentino of Rome did ceiling and a dummy whose
it. So did Bill Blass, Oleg Cas- bumps light up vAth colored
sini, John Weitz, Ted Lapidus, lights. ,If you order a ValenJacques Esterel, Guy Bernard, tino suit now it is custom made
Antonio Castillo, Litrico, Si- In Rome and an original will
monetta, Scaasi, Philippe Ve- cost about $800 but 11 you wait
until fall, w,hen they are Amernet, Patrick de Barentzen.
ican-made copies, you'll save
They were all prominent deabout $500.)
signers of women's wear and
Amies isn't in a department
all have gone into the equally
lucrative business of designing store but in Rogert Kent nipmen's wear-.Cardin's men's cialty shops all over the counwear business is about four try and his designs are made
times as big as his women's up in America, too. So are
wear. And all are being sold in those of Cardin, whose wares
now appear in more than 40
boutiques.
stores in the United States
-A few years ago a boutique
Dallas, Tex., being the big exWas a little specialty shop set
ception.
up in a corner of a department'
Ohrbach's. long famous for
store where women who wanted something different found copying Paris models of womelegant ready-to-Wear clothing en's clothing, was another pioand accessories. Today a bou- neer in the men's wear boudifference.
tique is a corner of a depart- tique — but -with
ment store where men can find There appeared to be an acre
of clothes from top designers
the same thing.
at the opening night including
The spread of boutiques for
Lapidus. Esterel and Bernard,
men has been one of the more
and top designers from any
amazing phenomena of an age
West European country you
in which men's fashion has
could name.
suddenly become big business
Right after Alexander's came
and you can find an occasional
expanse of velvet and ruffles at B. Altman's with Castillo, Laa formal gathering instead of pidus, Litrico, Pucci, Scaasi,
white linen and black mohair. Simonetta and Venet. Bergdorf
Who was first probably will Goodman, where the rich peobe argued until plus fours ple go, settled on Patrick de
come back into style. One of Barentzen and will show some
the first out-and-out boutiques of his clothing this fall. AlInvolving a name designer was ready his white satin turtleback in' the Mod 'era when neck shirt is a sellout.
The boutiques are not liraJohn Stephens of -CaXnaby
Street opened'one in Dayton's ited to New York. Oleg Cassino
in Minneapolis. That one went Is shown in Weber and Heilthe way of Mod. but •a trend broner men's shops in New
was born. Dayton's still has a York—and In such, assorted
stores.. iand the country as
boutique.
John Weitz was another Foley's in Houston, Higbee Co.
pioneer with a boutique at in Cleveland. Rich's in Atlanta.
Lord dc Taylor, one of the fash- Levy Bros. in Louisville, Woodruff and Lothrop In Washingionable department stores on
ton, and scores of other cities.
Fifth Avenue. Then they began
springing up like wild flowers. Cardin is slightly more prolific
Pierre Cardin went into Bon with shops in 40. stores.
And what are the big sellwit Teller and will spread
ers at the moment? Well. white
across Fifth Avenpe to De Pinsatin 'turtlenecks at Bergdorf
na's this Fall..
Goodman's, Nehru jackets evThen Bill Blass hit the scene
erywhere, Safari suits at Ohrwith a collection of men's wear
bach's. (cotton busr' .lackets
which created a stir and he
and pantsi, Blass linen double
went into Bonwit's too.
•
hreasted suits and Cardin silk
Alexander's, a low price deNehru suits in navy and cream
partment store, gave a big parat Bonwit Tellers, Amies' cotty at Le Club, one of New
ton lisle turtlenecks and off
York's more fashionable I'vaterwhite striped blazers at Roger
ing spots, to announce its ValKent. Cassiril's Nehru suits.
entino collection, then opened
The Tomorrow Shop to display

*
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CHICKEN 0' The SEA
Chunk Light

Morrell Pride

SHORTENING

3 titz45R
Salad Bowl

SAUD
DRESSING

I- 49t
Kraft Parkay

The

WW1

Reg.

39'

lb. sticks

MARGARINE
249C

Pork

Our own make
1 lb.

6 oz.
jar

Pure

LARD

--11titn

cup

i‘,0 _PRODUCE

Melons

231b. avg.

Calif. juicy

89'

Doz.
Bag

Lemons

14

—Chips Ahoy
v°
—Pecan shortbread
Danish swirl

t_.

Asst. flavors

29c

git.11°n

Swift

New Crop Red

--Yotrr, Choice

Yellow Ripe Jumbo

Cantaloupes

Sunshine

10 oz.

Morton

- Peach & Apple

14 lb.

46,oz. can

3co, $1.00

PINEAPPLE

JUICE
Fantastik Spray

22 oz.

Stokl.ey's
18 oz.

Kelloggs

•
:4
:I
t
s:

-

Nabisco

2 7%
Potatoes
10 :L 49' ICE MILK 30
Celery FreeCLisPY 10'
319( BISCUITS 6'49C
!
c, 1E1-11. 2:059( Fruit Pies 3'89c
Guaranteed Ripe & Sweat

2

Yellow Cling

have
are a

PIMENTO CHEESE
,?at
HA M -SALAD
oz.

bow

CLEANER 49

Lipton low calorie

TEA

beld
nable

Reelfoot

•

-

Pura

SAUSAGE

oz.$1 00
Cans
•
for

14 oz. bottle

sive?

$2.89
Craddocks

TUNA

CATSUP

povEiry RICHES Nicholas Dorenzo, 19, former rite pres.
;dent of a Chicago gang called the Disciples, tells the Senate
Government Operations Subcommittee in Washington that
his gang 'got so rich during a government anti-poverty program that it rented a big ballroom for $1,200 a month for
wild dances and parties. Members, he said, kicked back part
of their Office of Economic Opportunity pay to the treasury.

-31b. can-

12 oz.
pkg.

Delmonte

It

HAM

Arrours - All Meat

3

-

Armour Canned

$1.00
WIENERS
390

a

photos
t kris

Cut any Thickness

STEAK 89.!

49
JOWL
BACON

CLUB

U.S. CHOICE

Can

for

Garden Delight

2 lb. bag.

25c

French Fries
Frosty Acres

12 Oz

Orange Juice

tor

6a41c

Frosty Seas

8oz. pkg.

Fish Sticks

29c
9 oz. pkg.

Frosty Acres Cut

Green -Beans

39c

PEACHES 8% Broccoli Sears
Frosty Acres

•

aritirtso"

CORNFLAKES 39C

fr,14,
your

eOple
soll4

Chef's Delight

Dixie Belle

CHEESE

;

CRAC
lb.KERS
19'

SPREAD
2.: 59'

box

Folgers

lb tin

$1.45

No. 303 can

2 39

•
40'

12

SHELF PAPER

R DOLLAR
S MORE
AT

ynolds

35c

Sweet71747--

CHICKEN
& Dumplingc,
24 oz. 49c

x 2

WRAP

49'

Pride of 1.11.
CreaM Style

OFFEE CORN
THAN_;0 TONS OF TNT arid other
'Will- mat-el-LPL L441._
Hoa. South Vietnign, are on display here. Moe
ttirea ;a
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,Rgyfiludivjui

No bugs

Popsrite

in oil

POPCORN
79kjars
oz-*,

Bull Head -

ounau
8z. 59c
Bush Pinto

BEAN
15 oz S
3
29c

PARKER
FOOD MARKET

PARKER S
FOOD STORE

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M.

Heinz Strained

BABY FOOD

27c
Vietti with Beans
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115 oz. Sloo
j cans'I
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Pro-Football Hurting ,As
NFL Owners Stand Ground
camp," spokesman Art Modell.
By ED SAINSBURY
league president and owner of
UPI Sports Writer
the Cleveland Browns said. "but
National
tit
CHICAGO
undoubtedFootball League owners plan to the response would
team and
fulfill their commitments for ly vary from team to
competitive
proaeason games, playing rook- create an unfair
ies and free agents, but they imbalance.
"There is no way for indinot grant what
said they
clubs to determine the
vidual
de"unrealistic"
termed
they
of players that will
numbers
a
for
players
mands of veteran
be available at any given time."
boosia.in the pension fund.
that
The owners voted unanimous- he said On the assumption
adequate number
ly to back up their negotiating dabs have an
properly
committee in its offer of a 25 of players availble,
prepared to
-and
conditioned
conthe
in
increase
per cent
intends to fultribution to the pension fund play. each club
n game comin '1968. from $900,000 to $1,- fill its pre-seaso
125.000 and a 50 per cent hike mitments"
"We have rookies in sufficin 1969. to $1,350,000.
said.
They also stood fast on their ient numbers," he
Modell said that the position
potion that because merger
was expressed
with the American Football of the pwners
labor conby
substance"
°Min
completed
League will be
Theodore Kheel to Dan
1970, the agreement on pen- sultant
attorney for the playnons must be for only two Sulman
years -as will the other 21'de- ers.
"We are ready to open fur
mands" of the players" acceptnegotiations at any time.
ther
owners."
the
by
ed
added.
he
oven
-to
voted
The owners
The player representatives,
their training camps on schethe last offer
dule for whatever rookies de- however. rejected
contribution to the pensire to report, -but they decreed of.high
for their ins
they would not permit veter- sion fund and left
Modell was unans to show up unless the dividual homes
whether the
Players Association allows all able to indicate
to re-attempt
would
owners
of them to come.
leave
Avoid Unfair Competition . even the nertiatioas, or
option of
"We do not know how many the reopening at the
veterar.s want to come to ! the players.
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Wilt Traded For Three
With-No Cash In The Deal

Petty Fights
To Win In
'68 Plymouth

LEDGER

&

liathtnal League Wins
n Unearned Run, 1-0

Montreal Says It Will Not
Withdraw From Franchise

t

into two divisions of six teams
By JOE GERVEN
each
UPI SportaPINriter
The pressure appeared to be
HOUSTON CPT - The city of
his .utin also a record, and he
to
not
By ED FITE
OXFORD. Me. are - Rica.
determined
to just such a move
building
Montreal,
Musial's
AMER
NATIONAL
Stan
of
KAN
ahead
we
the although opposition was exof
ard Petty of Randleman, N. C..
UPI Sports Writer
example
the
aria
follow
farbbl
-Star record by running his
1 I 1 0
in a 1968 Plymouth, fought off -, HOUSTON TM - you'could All at-bats in these games to PrIf9604 aff 3 • I 0 Maws ct
American League All-Star team, pected from the New York
total
1551
CP1001 lis
II 0 • Flood Of
most
challenges by Buddy Baker and say it proved what everybody's
ISIS
Grew a
3 0116 IA App. ft
steps in against the National Meta, who would stand the
5•f
JA6on 2b
1 0•0 ifvfw 25
David Pearson Tuesday night been saying, that 1968 is a 68
today with no inten- to lose iff-liEWFidance if a geoLeague
Yirtskt ct
4••• McCwr 1111
Oil
to win the third annual 100- "pitchers' year." Or you could
Killebrew Inured
10owan5 rf
•1 l
3••• Aaron rt
graphical division was employtion of striking out. Offv• rt
•1 •
1 0 1 • UAW 76
of two ex- ed as in the American League.
mile Maine 300 stock car race. say it proved that just about
one
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C
•
•
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Horan
a
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SSG
game's big Pic
•1 C
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Petty. the 1967 national stock every year, one way or another, Killebrew was the
I ••0 Helms 7to
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I
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Rowel
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0
I
5
0
t
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0
p
•
0
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0••
ahead of Pearson. of SpartanThe weren't many other ways sd with an
proval of league owners at to- planted Las Angeles Dodgers
thought PAcl.mn p 0 0 0 0 Car ,Son p
000
The and San Francisco Giants and
burg, S. C. with 38 laps to go. to figure it in the wake of the by Toutt-which many
1010 day's mid-summer meetings.
AllcDpwl p
GO •• Sfinc0
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fault-but
Manta pl0
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Baker. of Charlotte, N C.. firk first- indoor All-Star game in o..srnt his
addition is San Diego under the AL procedure, the
new
other
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F
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S1000•
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ished third.
major league history that saw ed an injury
Oils
•0 0 0 Kitsper is
The Montreal franchise, which Mets would play a higher num-.
Stretch- JdW.p
Pam% a 26110 *lams PO 1000
no ber of games against "eastern
Petty covered the one-third the National League whip the In? him for a month.
with
paper
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seeking his third win at Oxford, been in a year that already has ing unhittable as any pitchers
mit to the committee," he said, sational 4-year-old, has been aswas troubled with a broken fuel seen two no-hitters, including in the game's history.
"and it only _involves minor signed top weight of 134 pounds
line, but finished fourth in the first perfect game in the
holding back for the $100,000 }Lutist HandiPONY LEAGUE RESULTS
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details. We're
front of current NASCAR point American League in 46 years, corps did not have to blush,
Monday, July 8
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leader Bobby Isaac of Catwba, team and league batting aver- either. The its hurlers gave up ldets
Monmouth Part.
300 101 6-11 8 3 approval of the league."
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kid on the block who trades
bubble gum picture cards knows
American League
you don't trade one Wilt ChamW. L. Pct. GB
berlain for one Darrell Imhoff
one Archie Clark and one Jer55 28 663 Detroit
WILLIE NAYS
ry Chambers
47 39 547 9%
Cleveland
43 47 538 10h
But everyone aho pays atBaltimore
the San Francisco Giants oho
tention to the strange world of
42 38 525 11%
Boston
scored the game's only run in
39 42 481 15
the National Basketball AssocMinn.
the fir*, inning when he sing39 4.3 476 15%i
iable knows that's exactly what
Oakland
led. took , second on an error,
15'4
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43
39
heppened officially Tueiciay
Calif.
ithirclion a wild pitch. %est scor•The NBA, struggling for years
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ed as Willie McCoNey bounded
status.
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18%
to achieve big
34 44 436
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into a double play
showed it is at the stage that
Wash._ __ 30 47 390 22
.peteher, LUVI Tient of
bacehaE was in IMO wben Boa-'
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the 'Cleveland Indians. was the
ton sold Babe Ruth to the YankNr, games scheduled
"goat for two had throws. Afees for $125.000 as the PhalaWILY CHAMBERLAIN
ter yielding the single to Mays.
delphia 76ers admitted Tuesday
Tiant threw wildly to first on
they deal Chamberlain probably West and Elgin Baylor will
a pickoff attempt enabling Mays
the highest paid mete Labe make the Laken the next NBA
to go to second even though
U. S to the Los Aeolis Lakers champions
THURSDAY, JULY 11
It will be interesting to see 10 30-11 p. m.-Munson Out- first baseman Harmon Killefor Imhoff. Clark and Chambbrew was charged with an erers because they reamed to if Wilt is a winner in LA. doors
. Ch. 8.
-• • • •
ror on the play, and then threw
Meet the super star's contract Since 1959. the Bill Russell-led
'a wild pitch to Curt Flood to
Boston Celtic teams have beatdemands.
SATURDAY, JULY 13
Philadelphia owner Iry Kosl- en Chamberlain-led teams se- ' 9:30-11 a. m-British Open send Mays over to third.
Maya, of course:, wasn't even
off said "inasmuch as we were %en times in eight attempts for Golf Tournament
Ch 8.
having difficulty coming to divisional or league titles
12:30-1 p. m.-Car and Track .supposed to be in the startterms with Wilt, it seemed adChamberlain,- a former Alling lineup. He got in because.
Ch C
visable to effect a trade when America at Kansas who passed . 14 p. m.-Baseball . . Ch. Pete Rose of the Reds, who was
we would be able to obtain up his senior year in college 4
eiected to the first team. was
commensurate value for his ser- to play with the Harlem Globe2:30-4 p. m.-British Open hurt.
"I was just lucky to be in the
vices."
trotters, has now been traded i Golf Tournament : . Ch 8.
Chamberlain received about twice in less than three years.
4-5:30 p. m-Wide World of 'right place at the right time."
200.000 last year and now is Midway through the 1964-65 Sports
explained Mays. who has been
. Ch. 81
-s--S.
-diatrro that - ortrtost--thing--expected to get more from Lek- season, he was dealt- to the
Ail-Star games for years.
nrs' owner Jark Kent Cooke 76ers from San Francisco for
apparently- win satisfy Charn, Paul Neumann."Conrne Diering,
Mays' hit was his 23rd, an
All-Star record, and the run
berlaan because he figures the Lee Shaffer and $300,000 cash.
trio of Wilt and his own Jerry
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CARD OF THANKS
Ripeness Test
Dropout Survey
The family of Cpl. Gen' BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)- FAYETTEVILLE', Ark
Wilkinson wishes to expreim College dropouts may be
many (UPI) - Scientists at the Unitheir deep apprecon, and fewer than is commonly
sup- versity of Arkansas Agricultuspecial thanks to the ROTC De- posed, a new survey of student ral Experiment Station have
partment, Murray State Univer- attrition at the University of developed a quick and simple
sity, the detail of special hon- California's Berkeley campus way to determine the ripeness
or guard from Fort Campbell, indicates.
of tomatoes.
4 REGISTERED female bird MODERN FOUR - BEDROOM
The tomatoes are poured inFOR MALI
Ky, the active PalRialre" -"The survey shows that 50-55
NOTICE
dog puppies, $10.00 each. Phone $3,300, carpet, paneling airSERVICES OFFERED
"Claes of '88" Galloway County per cent of students who begin to huge containers, partially
753-5169.
High School.
their education. at Berkeley filled with a liquid The ripest
1-12-C conditioning, furniture. ElecCall Ward Termite WANTED to keep
TWIN-SIZE Beautyrest Electric
The
eventually
tric heat, insulated, 1% acre. TEMITITS?
elderly
graduate there, and tomatoes sink to the bottom
ministers,
perRev.
A.
Bed-Head or foot raises by GOOD USED All-State Moped, On blacktop, three miles down for free estimate. All work guar- son in my home. Room and Thomas, and Joe Walker for that another 15-20 per cent and the-less ripe ones float at
contracts.
year
anteed. Five
various levels. The scientists
separate electric motors, hos- $40.00. Call 753-6564.
graduate from other colleges.
J-12 Pottertown Road. .1. Robinson.
$85.00. board. Also a sleeping room. their consoling words, the singpital type, ideal for heart con.1-18-P Five room house treated,
Phone 753-8897 after 6:00 p. ers, Mr. Larrie Clerk, Mr. Joe Thus, only about 30 per cent say the ripeness affects the
ditions, real good condition. G. E. 23-inch TV.
- - Ward Pest Control, 1512 College
Doran, and the Warren quartet fail to earn a four-year degree. specific gravity of the tomato.
maple, Early SELLING HOME - Air-condiFarm Road, phone 753-8501.
Has own frame or can be used American cabinet.
The survey indicates attrition and thus the floating ability.
for
the beautiful singlog.
Excellent tioned 3-bedroom, spacious famJaly-11-P ROUSE l'AINTING done by colrates for public educational inon your twin bed. Less than condition, $100.
To
friends,
neighbors
and
rePhone 753- ily room. Pay equity and aslege student, reasonable rates.
stitutions are much the same
one half price. $125. Diuguids, 7546.
A city block in Salt Lake City
J-12-C sume 5 3/4% loan Call 753- GARLAND ALUMINUM Service Call 753-8593 anytime eter lativee that brought food, and across the
country.
I-11-C
comprises 10 acres.
north aide of squire.
to every one that sent all the
along
installation
expert
offers
TFC
11:00 a. m.
5270.
J-11-C beautiful flowers, The Max
with 25-40% savings on alumiAUSTIN HEALY Sprite, new BALDWIN-BUILT Spinet piano.
H IZOSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Plizzle
doors.
and
windows
house.
By
OWNER-4-bedroom
siding,
CUSTOM
num
BUILDING, - resident- Churchill Funeral Home for'-'
engine, transmission, uphols- Cherry finish. Excellent conditheir
excellent
service.
family
formed
full
baths,
walk-in
newly
Of3ki 0121:10JIIi
story,
2
ial
and commercial. Rustic CalWe are a
tery, paint, $650.00. Call. 753- tion Owner leaving town Also: Pi
ACROSS
May God bleat each of you
2-A stab (abbr.)
0108 DODO MOM
July-31-C executive-type mahogany desk closets, fenced back yard, car- business with some 20 years ifornia styling. Free estimates.
7500.
3-Kind
is our prayer.
EMT UMMOOMUO
and 4-drawer file cabinet. Call port, $28,000. Transferrable accumulated experience. Free Call Cliff Finney 489-3968.
1-Commonplace
4-Sound a horn
0MgVU 00120
Ewing & Lora Wilkinson 6-Masts
BY OWNER: two-bedroom home 753-6341.
obligations.
1621
Loan
5
1
4",
ne
GI
estimates
$17,500
with
Aug.-12-C
5 Wipe out
J-13-P
WO GPO °ono
Mrs. Rudell Bogard
on the earner of 5th and Gil11-Saaman
Loch Lomond Drive, Brandon Phone 489-2427. Call now for
6.5o•5
um TOO mono
Mrs Dale Charltoo
12.Refined
bert streets in Hatel. Has wallJuly-23-C
7
River
in
Italy
L. Parker. Call 753.4796. J.10-C special prices.
0S0 DE0 On
Del
AUCTION SALE
14-Note of scale
Mrs. Kean Heck
11-In music, high
to-wall carpeting in living
EI0020 QUM 1000
15-Australian
9-Unruly
BY OWNER: New 3-bedroom ELECTROLUX SALES is Ser- AUCTION, Saturday, July 13th.,
Harold Lane Wilkinson
OUT0 000 00
room. Has carport, electric
For Sale
marsupial
assemblage
COM mn000
house with carpeting, .dish- vice, Box 212 Murray, Ky., C. 10 a. in., Edwin Crawford farm.
Pfc Hall Wilkinson
heat, city water, and sewer17-Rocky hills
10
Thoroughfare
omomomoon eon
washer, range, disposal, central IL Sanders. Phone 382-3178, Four miles northeast of Lynn
PrP 18-Anc sent
avi. Phone 492-8886
.1-15-P
11-Retail
DOM ono
moon
1959
H-Aug.-5-C Grove, Pe miles north of Murheat and air. Located in south- Lynnville, Ky.
20-Former
establishment
MOOD 0030 00U
Russian
USED GUNS-Browning dourulers
seen
to
Must
be
Murray.
13-Slaves
west
0
Four-Door Star Chief
N,OTICE-You are cordially in- ray-Lynn Grove Highway on Bo- __Buffalo. N.Y.. was
22-Number
16-Fat of hots
ble automatic, 12 gauge, 21
cylinder, passing gear, appreciate. Call '753-3903 for vited to attend a gospel meet- gard Road. 104.25 acres, well city in the United the first 23-Wander
Eight
43-Incline
-Label
19-Challenges
33
bore,
inch improved cylinder
States to 25-Was
appointment.
46-Evergreen tree
rubber, good condition
mistallg•
35-Assumed
ing with the Coldwater Church fenced, good ponds, outbuild- light its streets electrically.
11-ean N Sewer
$145. 410 Winchester pump, good
411-Short West
27-Collage
MUM
excellent, one owner A COLONIAL brick with 3 of Christ, July 7-14. Services ings. Modern house, air-con.
Motor
51-Royal Air romp
chambered for three inch
degree (abbr.)
gently
Boil
36
Oil chang- large bedrooms, spacious liv- are at 3:00 each afternoon and ditioned. For information call
time.
the
most
of
(abbr.)
26-Crane for
28-Mistake
shells, five shot, 28 inch modi37 Man's
53-Turf
5
p.
4354042
Brent
after
in.
lifting
boats
every thousand miles.
ed
30-Leaves
ing room and dining a re a, 8:00 each evening. Mr. L. H.
nickname
fied, $125. Automatic Rifle, .22
for
56-Symbol
29-Skating areas
paint
32-Goddess of
39-Pressed
J-12-C Hughes, administrator, .1-13-C
tellurium
family room and a well plan- Pogue is the speaker.
Remington,
calibre,
shorts, Original
discord
article
31-Forgive
58-French
40-Warm
Call 753-3147 after 5:00
ned kitchen provides a very
longs, long rifle, $45. All three
34-Man's
p.m., or call 753-1916
convenient working locale for REDUCE SAFELY, simply and
OK knees.
guns in excellent condition.
Only
in day.
BY JOHN KRANER CENTRAL PRESS
35-Acquiesces
the housewife. Patio and the 'fast with GoBeae tablets.
Diuguids, north side of square.
98c at Holland Drug. .1-10-P
38-Boundary
311111111.mt back lewn is fenced.
41-Chinese mile
ABOUT 4 miles from Murray CASH FOR your old piano. We
42-Short stage
•
on Highway 94. a ler story, buy, trade, sell. Call 753-7575 BONN (UPI) - Sweden.
periormanciM
brick,
in
good
44'Weary
con-bedroom
3
for furtlier information. Leach's West Germany, the Soviet Un45-Demon
dition. Situated on 4 acres of Music and T. V.
J-12-C ion and Switzerland lead the
47-Weighing
Wooded land. Served by a pubworld in new housing.
device
lic water system. Beautiful
49-Uppermost
WANTED
During
TO
BUY
the
period 1962-87,
25% DISCOUNT ON SUITS, SPORT COATS,
wooded building lots could be
Part
an average Of 11.2 new dwellDRESS PANTS, WALKING SHORTS
50-Mohammedan
sold off this property. Let us WANTED to buy a good used ings per 1,000 population were
noble
and SWIM WEAR
show you this place, and make backhoe. Contact Hall McCuis- completed each year in Swed52-Protuberances
to,
ton
at
753-2920.
anxious
owner
is
bid:
us
a
J-10-C
en, the German Ministry for
ONE GROUP OF SHIRTS - Reg. $8.50 ea.
54-Symbol for
nickel
sell.
,,
Housing. _reported. The comNow marked down to $8.00 ea. or 2 for $11.00
WANTED:
Fresh
vegetables
for
.
55-Lrarmaking
_
ATTRACTIVE 2-bedroom brick parable figure- for West Gerbody
ONE GROUP SHIRTS - Reg. $5.00 ea
with formal dining room, 2 freezing. Phone 753-3485. 1-12-C 'many was 10 2 per thousand.
57-Contr4iuted to
Now marked down to $4.00 ea or 2 fer $7.00
for the Soviet Union 10.0, and
baths, spacious den, abundance
a common fund
PARA WING a non- rigid wtngLOST & FOUND
59-Allude
for Switzerland 9.8.
of closets and storage space.
ONE GROUP SHIRT'S - Reg. $4.00 ea
shop•d canopy that lies com60-Finished
Many extra features such as
The average size of new
bin•d
choroct•nstics
of
glider
LOST:
Weimaraner,
male,
sllNow marked down to $3.00 ea. or 2 for $5.00
built-in appliances, fireplace,
and porochut• Rote of descent,
DOWN
vergray, two scars on head, West German dwellings has inangle of glide and landengpatio with a fountain surroundcreased by 50 per eent since
named
Clem
Lost
in
vicinity
tr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
touchdown
con
be
Instrum•nt
to
I-clothe-sealer
beautiful shrubbery,
ed by
of College Farm Road, AKC. 1951, to 82 square meters (882
controlled Desrgned for manned
square foot) per unit.
breezeway, carport and a 2-car
spoc•croft earth londtngs
Call 753-5006.
.1-11-P
214 No. 15th St.
garage with automatic doors
Phone 753-3242
and an exceptional 120' x 285'
Just Acroes From Library on 15th Street
lot with many huge trees providing beauty and shade.
TUCKER REALTY & INS., CO,
USED HOUSE trailer, 2-bed- ORGAN used Conn. Bald502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken- PEANL Ts
room, fully furnished. 45' x 8'. win Organs and pianos. Regist(I DON'T 040tJ
ALL RIGHT! ALL RIGHT! I'LL
tucky, Phone 753-4342; Donald
Traded in on a new Volkswag- er for "Free" set Encyclopedia.
I'm NOT SURE IF
R. and Pearl T. Tucker-Home
VOTE FOR (00...510P CRYING!
en. You can move in tromor- Tom Lonardo Piano Company,
i'LL VOTE FOR
Phone 753-5020: Bobby Grogan
. row. Only $1,450.00. Carroll Paris, Tennessee. Across from
YOU OR NOT..
-Home Phone 753-4978.
Volkswagen. Phone-4153-8850.
Post Office.
H-1TC
H-1TC
J-11-C
1967 AUSTIN HEALEY
• DROP LEAF dining table - 3000 convertible white, black THREE-BEDROOM brick, 1%
%Duncan Phyfe style, extra ex- top.
clean,
13,000
miles. tile baths, kitchen, built-in stove,
tensions will seat twelve. Ma- $2,650007- Call '7534996. J-12-P utility, den and living room,
all large. Call 753-7784. J-12-P
hogany finish, needs refinish,
ing, $25. Diuguids,north side MAPLE TWIN BEDS complete
with
spring
and
mattress.
Mrs. WANT A beautiful 2-bedroom
of square.
J-11-C
Lester Nanny, phone 753-2568. house with new carpet in living
-room and haft, new vynal inlaid
AUTOMATIC WASHER - Hot••
in family room. A utility large
point, twelve pound capacity,
just like new, still in guarantee, 40 H. P. MERCURY motor, elec- enough for bed for that untric
starter
and
controls, new expected company? We have
. $75. Diuguids, north side of
.1.11C battery. Call after 12:00 p. m. one listed for $13,850.
square.
753-7919. See at 1502 So. Park- INCOME property on Olive
TIREEYEAR-OLD Underwood lane Dr. .
J-16-P near 12th Street. Has 10 rooms
5 desk typewriter, new ribbon
and 3 baths, carport and shady
SURE
GIVE
NESBITT
FABRIC SHOP, 4
OKAY-- recently overhauled. Two year
This house can be bought OUR
lot.
OUTFIELDER
ME A CAPold Solid State Westinghouse miles south of Murray on 641 fully furnished for $13,750. Can
THAT'S
YOUR
portable stereo. Three year old has all ,kinds of materials dras- realize 15 to 20'1 on invest- DIDN'T SHOW UP-GLOVE
AND
A
tically
reduced.
Phone
492-8211.
CAP
Sears Kenmore vacuum cleanment.
WANNA PLAY
J-12-C WE HAVE
ner. Call 753-2257.
J-11-C
the Dr. Parker and
Whayne
cottage
on
Blood
Dr.
RUNABOUT BOAT and trailer, SUBURBAN Tractors. Lawn
Eadb
listed. Fully furnished
198$ Mercury 30 HP motor mowers. Poulan chain saws. River
air-conditioning, for
Including
Seaford
Lawn
and
Garden
with electric starter and gen.
•erater $250.00 or best offer. equipment, 21e miles west of $8750.
LARGE 3bectroom house in
91 TV antenna and push up, $5 00. Hardin. Phone 437-5312
Aug.-13-C Cirearama. Has 2-car garage
Baby jump seat, also black leawith heat. Family room„ centher car seat that will fit 17 CUBIC FOOT chest-type tral airconditioning,
range,
bucket seats or regular seats. freezer. Call 753-2812.
1-12-C dishwasher, garbage disposal,
Like new. Maternity dresses,
carpet, large fenced back yard,
shorts and tops in size 16. CAMPER TRAILER, good tires, lot with 105 ft frontage, paved
Window fan. Call 753-4487 be- new Tappan gat eange, 2 bunk double drive to street. This is
-Scnosor**1
beds. Wired for electricity. All one of the nicer homes
tween 9 a. in. and 9.p. m.
0411.5, 1.1...41 Illerwre $mite. .ar
in Murpaneling. Priced to sell, bought ray,
in the nicest and handiest
bigger one. Call 492-8264 nights Subdivisions in town.
HIDE-A-BED type sofa-brown or 753-1705 days.
J-12C ROBERTS REALTY, 505 West
# nylon upholstery, good rendi• tion, Innerspring mattress, like REAL ESTATE FOR SALE Main Street, Telephone 7531651.
ITC
new, $45 Twin size bed book
THAT'S 1-0M - WAL NG THE
case headboard, grey Mahog- 4-BEDROOM house, two baths.
ROAD. REMEMBER, TAKE HIM
FOR =NT
any finish, like new, $25 Din- Large library, with all the exBY FORCE ONLY IF
, guide, north side of sqaure. tras. Wall-to-wall carpeting.
YOU HAVE To
Central heat and air. 1612 Lock TWO FURNISHED apartments..
Also wringer-type washing maLomond, phone 753-4937.
FOR SALE-a small camper
July-23-C chine for sale, almost new. Call
trailer. Call Terry Yates 438753-8044.
5368. It not there leave num- OWN YOUR OWN home for as
ber.
J-11-P little as $475.00 down and TWO furnished apartments.
692.67 monthly plus taxe,s and One available now, one availNEW AND USED office equip- Insurance. No down payment able August 0th. Air-conditionment, adding machines. type- to veterans. These homes are ed. 304 No. 4th. Call 763-1721
writers, file cabinets, desks. 3-bedroom brick and must be after 4:00 p. in.
J-11-C
chairs, cash registers. The all seen to be appreciated. Call
new Vieth: machines. Don't let Johnsln Bros. Construction Co., DELUXE • BRICK, 2-bedroom,
THERE'S ANOTHER
your valuables burn, be safe Inc., 1203 Story Avenue, Phone kitchen, dining and utility
CAR COMING FROM THE
room. Completely carpeted and
with a fireproof safe. Hales 753-6767.
OTHER DIRECTION... MD
TFC
air-conditioned.
Lock Ship, Phone 753-5980.
Located
2
IT'S SLOWING
J-13-C CATTLE FARM
Calloway blocks from University. Call
i47.
, 4''
-...„t=";,- . DOWN, MA'AA .
Celapty at Coldwater. 52 acres 753-8109
TFC
REGISTERED Angus bull, ready of top value land. Beautiful
ROOMS
for
for
SLEEPING
service
Call_
Hall McCuis- Colonial home with 2700 sq.
middle
1)
tion.
ft. of living,
baths, panelled aged lady or quiet girl. Call
753-8135.
Male, kitchen with built-in stove, largeDOBERMAN Pinscher
RIFSHESTOOMT
AKC, 1% years old Call 753 den, wood fireplace, three large 2-BEDROOM furnished apartTO FALL FOR OLD
J-12-C bedrooms, garage attached, 48 ntkpt. Private, no objection to
2808 or 753-3422
TRICK COSSACKS USED TO
x 66 foot cattle barn and large children. Call 753-4465. ..1-12-C
feeder shed, 2 ponds. Knee
PLAY ON SIBERIAN PAZZWIT
WANTED TO RENT
ifitAti/tIFUL --BUT
GORL5:21-)
1963 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door high in pasture mix. Cattle
Sedan, power steering and pow fenced. Will feed 100 or more WANTED, to rent house in
HO400V IS SHE
er brakes. Excellent condition cattle. Shown by appointment the country, furnished or unQ(c.
C_i0PARADE WIDOW e
- Call 753-1834 after 4:30 p. m. See Jake York, Broker, ,at Con- furnished. Call 753-1916 before
solidated
Rea:ty,
418
East
.1-10-C
9
5:00 p.m. and ask for Mary.
I.
Broadway, Mayfield. Phone 247TFNC
P1111811- HEARING AID__ batter- 5605 or 247-5512 Will sell just
ies for Beltone and lathe make land and, barns, or home and
,FOR LEASE
hea4ng aids, _ Wallifs--Drugs, lot, or. all 'together.
.1-10-C
TFC
Kentucky.
WILe,.LEASE the 40 by 80
Mutray,
.
_
IBEDROOM, 14 baths, 16's 34 white block building with all
TWIN-SIZE white plastic head- 'named SWiTTIMIT1B. pool, large the necessary equipment,
plus
board skirted venity;enri bench,1 kitchen, den and living room. will sell all stock at
wholesal
to chest. 48- rollaway bed I Pay equity and take over low cost. Ranch's Market,
Cold
Cali interest mortgage Call 753-8858.
Also full size Roth
water, Kentucky, Highway 121.
5335415
.1-13-.P
LIP
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procedure, the
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, Vera Trees, Route 2. Murray; Miirra)-- Mrsbleanette Wallace,
Mrs. Murla Pool Brandon, Route H'ardin. Charlie Dunnaway, Rt. •
1. Hazel Henry C. Charlton. Rt. 1-• Farturgton: Jack L. Mixon.
121
Census - Adults
.8
1. Hazel: Edgar Linn Tidweli, - Route 1. Murray.
. Census - Nursery
Diswilssals
.
.,. ' 709 Sycamore. Murray; Mrs.
_____ • Mrs. Martha Thorn and baby •
Dpllie Jean Russell. 705 South
'"
w
July 6
Aan11146611L
.
_Miss Julia Gay Latimer. 920' 16th Street, Murray: Mrs.'Lite).- girl, Route 1. Alino: Mrs Lola
N. 18th Street Murray; Mrs .Chance. East Maple Street, Mw'. 1 Jane Cothran, Route 4, Mur•
Rotite ray. Baber Boyd. Route. 1. FarmPhyllis Ann Dunn. 1603 Walnut ray: Mrs. Hutchie
Street. Murray, Mrs. Sharon :-2,-„
---Kirits-ey: Baby girl-- C.OlsOn, intern. Mrs. Flie McClain. 8344
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MeClain, South 16th. Murray;
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Tra.7
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ray, Miss Diane.Beale, Alma..
Charles R. Harmon, New Con-Mrs. 'Betty L Overby,. RouteiJohn Herry, Route 3, Murray:
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, General Delivery. Murray: Miss. Route Z. Murray: William Fair.' Delivery. Murray; Miss Dian *
Rea1e. 41mn Missf,.%Vanz.Lt Sqe
Sandra F. Saleeba. General De- '! no- Poplar Street murray;
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